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”If you can't describe what you are doing as a 
process, you don't know what you're doing.”  
 

- W. Edwards Deming 
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Abstract  
To be able to meet increased competition brought by globalization, 
and shorter product lifecycles, performance management becomes 
central for all organisations. Process Management with stakeholder 
orientation is central when continuously improving organisations.  
 
The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the knowledge of how 
process maturity relates to Process Management theories. The 
following research questions have been formulated: 
 

 How does process maturity relate to integrated management 
systems? 

 How process oriented are the models addressing process 
maturity? 

 Which are the key elements in a process maturity model? 
 
In order to answer the first research question a literature review was 
conducted. The focus was to study how the expression integrated 
management systems is interpreted in literature and how 
stakeholder focus is dealt with. The findings indicate, among other 
things, a weak focus on stakeholders and processes when integrating 
management systems. 
 
Secondly a literature review was conducted on the concept of 
process maturity. The aim was to study how process maturity is 
described in literature. This included for instance studies of content 
of process maturity models used, how the models relate to 
improvement, processes and Process Management. The findings 
indicate, among other things, that processes and Process 
Management are only addressed in a minority or the articles.  
 
Thirdly a conceptual model for measuring process maturity was 
constructed. The content of this model is mainly based on findings 
from the literature review conducted on articles on process maturity 
as well as a literature review of Process Management literature. 
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Sammanfattning 
För att möta den ökande konkurrensen som uppstått genom 
globalisering och kortare produktlivscykler blir resultatstyrning allt 
viktigare för organisationer. Processledning med intressent-
orientering är central vid ständig förbättring av organisationer.  
 
Syftet med denna avhandling är att bidra till kunskapen om hur 
processmognad relaterar till processledningsteorier.  
 
Följande forskningsfrågor har formulerats: 
 

 Hur relaterar processmognad till integrerade ledningssystem? 
 Hur processorienterade är modellerna som behandlar 

processmognad? 
 Vilka är de grundläggande beståndsdelarna i en process-

mognadsmodell? 
 
För att svara på den första forskningsfrågan genomfördes en 
litteraturstudie. Studien fokuserade på att studera hur begreppet 
integrerade ledningssystem beskrivs i litteraturen och hur 
integrering av ledningssystem relaterar till intressentfokus. 
Resultaten av studien indikerar bland annat ett svagt intressent- och 
processfokus vid integrering av ledningssystem. 
 
En andra litteraturstudie genomfördes inom området 
processmognad. Syftet med denna studie var att studera hur 
processmognad beskrivs i litteraturen. I denna studie ingick bland 
annat studier av processmognadsmodellers innehåll, samt hur dessa 
modeller relaterar till förbättring, processer och processledning. 
Resultatet av studien indikerar bland annat att processer och 
processledning endast tas upp i en minoritet av de studerade 
artiklarna.   
 
Avslutningsvis utvecklades en konceptuell modell för mätning av 
processmognad. Innehållet i denna modell baserar sig 
huvudsakligen på upptäkter från litteraturstudien inom 
processmognad, samt litteraturstudier av processledningslitteratur.  
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Preface 
During the last decade I have worked as a university lecturer in the 
field of engineering with a focus on quality management and 
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different management positions within the university organisation 
like head of department, program director, etc. The combination of 
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about why change is so difficult? Many times, I have felt that 
changes have been made ad hoc from a cost perspective. How the 
processes and work flow shall look after the change has been a 
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stakeholder perspective is more of a buzzword than a driving force. I 
have also felt that the way of working with changes is many times 
unstructured, without an overall picture. Based on the area I am 
working in, quality management and leadership, has made me 
reflect on, why changes have to be conducted this way? After all 
there are so many methodologies and tools within the Process 
Management and project management field, two of the fields within 
I teach, which could be suitable for planning and securing results. 
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 INTRODUCTION 1.
 

In this chapter you find the background to this thesis. Here you 
also find a problem discussion, purpose and aim of the thesis, 
my research questions and the overall structure of the work.  

 Background  1.1
The development of technology creates new conditions for the 
human, the production of products and the way we live (Nye 2006). 
Increased competition through, for instance, large-scale production 
and global markets constitutes a part of everyday life. An effect of 
these changes is that customers nowadays have higher requirements 
on products (van Looy et al. 2011). 
 
To meet this development the focus of quality management has also 
changed through the years. For instance Foster and Jonker (2007) 
deemed that society was at the time entering the third generation of 
quality, besides the first generation characterised by object 
orientation and control and the second generation characterized by 
the overall management of the organisation. This third generation 
also involves transparency, accountability and responsibility where 
the stakeholder approach is central. A change of focus expanding the 
customer view into the stakeholder view was also advocated by 
Foley and Zahner (2009) stating that stakeholder focus constitutes a 
prerequisite for organisational survival.  
 
Regardless the pace of development, there is a need to improve 
overall change management, since approximately 70-75% of all 
change efforts fail in reaching intended results (Hallencreutz 2012; 
Washington & Hacker 2005). 
 
Many of the methodologies and philosophies which have received 
wider distribution like Six Sigma, Lean Management, the European 
Excellence Model, and working with the ISO 9000 family of 
standards advocate a focus on processes when working with 
improvements. 
 
One central aspect of processes is the focus on customer needs, 
including focus on stakeholder needs Palmberg (2009), where the 
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functional (vertical) orientation is replaced by horizontal process 
orientation consisting of activities where the value is created 
(McCormack et. al. 2008). 
 
Process Management can be defined as “A structured systematic 
approach to analyse and continually improve the process” 
(Palmberg 2009). Approaches for Process Management can be 
described as addressing the five areas (ibid): 

 process selection 
 understanding and defining the process (i.e. process mapping) 
 establishing process ownership 
 measurement/control of process  
 improvement of process 

 
Process Management has been discussed in research and practice 
since the late 1980s (Houy et al. 2010). Deming (1982), stated that 
the key for achieving better results is to improve the process. 
According to Melan (1992) Process Management is an approach 
associated with production of consistent and effective results. This 
approach provides a holistic approach towards performance 
improvement, where analyses of operations within the organisations 
regarding how work activities producing output is central (Melan 
1992). Through the increased globalization, effective management of 
processes has become important (Ko et al. 2009). According to Yu-
Yuan Hung (2006) Process Management is seen as a best practice 
management principle helping organisations sustain competitive 
advantages. Trkman (2009) deems that although many authors 
have found correlation between Process Management and business 
success, there seem to be problems putting critical success factors 
supporting a successful implementation of Process Management 
within a theoretical framework. 
  
One way of improving organisations competitiveness is to use an 
excellence model like the Baldrige Performance Excellence Program 
model or the European excellence model. In the Baldrige 
Performance Excellence Program model, four factors are used to 
evaluate process, approach, deployment, learning, and integration. 
Systematic approaches are enabling learning, which enables an 
increase in process maturity resulting in sharpened focus reaching 
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strategic and operational goals (Baldrige Performance Excellence 
Program 2013).  
 
Maturity can be seen as a measure reflecting the extent of an 
organisation’s deployment of processes (van Looy et al. 2011), i.e. 
“the degree to which a process is defined, managed, measured, and 
continuously improved” (Dooley et al. 2001). This measure can be 
used as a reference indicator, which afterwards helps organisations 
selecting improvement strategies (van Looy et al. 2011) in order to 
conduct process improvements. According to McCormack et al. 
(2009), process maturity can be expressed in terms of how the work 
flow is oriented in terms of horizontal processes and vertical 
functions. The lowest level of process maturity is characterized by 
strong functions and horizontal processes being very faint. When 
process maturity increases, the horizontal structures become more 
visible equaling functions, and in some cases becoming dominant 
(ibid). 
 
The improvement of maturity into higher levels of maturity in 
business processes is associated with different effects like, better 
control of results, improved forecasting of goals, costs and 
performance, greater effectiveness in reaching defined goals, etc. 
(McCormack et al. 2008; McCormack et al. 2009). In order to 
remain competitive the maturity level of key processes is central 
(Paunescu & Acatrinei 2012). Okręglicka et al. (2015) deem process 
maturity being the most important characteristics for the success of 
the organisation. Simultaneously, Debreceny and Gray (2013) 
question whether the achievement of the highest levels of maturity 
in all processes makes economic sense, since improvement of 
maturity is a long term commitment.  
  
In order to manage different stakeholder requirements, different 
system standards have been presented like ISO 9001 (Quality 
management system), ISO 14001 (Environmental management), 
OHSAS 18001 (Occupational Health), ISO 26001 (Corporate Social 
Responsibility). Several of these system standards address 
processes, and according to Calingo (1996) the use of a management 
system standard like ISO 9001 indicates an increase of maturity.  
 
Organisations working with more than one management system can 
choose to run the different management system standards separate 
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or in different degrees to integrate them (Simon et al. 2012). 
Karapetrovic and Jonker (2003) state that there is uncertainty in 
what integration means, whether integration mean means full 
amalgamation of management systems or alignment of existing 
systems in order to achieve greater compatibility.  

 Problem discussion 1.2
By studying maturity models addressing process maturity like the 
Capability Maturity Model (CMM), Paulk et al. (1993) or the 
Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI), CMMI Product 
Team (2010), it can be observed that the link between maturity and 
process improvement based on process theories is not well defined. 
In comparison to this observation, processes are described as a 
central aspect of improving the level of maturity in order to improve 
organisational performance (Okręglicka et al. 2015; McCormack & 
Johnson 2001; Debreceny & Gray 2013). These two observations 
demonstrate a lack of clarity regarding the importance of processes 
and process theories in terms of improving maturity in order to 
improve organisational performance.  
 
Through the years Process Management has been found being 
important in order to achieve better results and to stay competitive 
(Trkman 2009; Ko et al. 2009; Yu-Yuan Hung 2006; Melan 1992; 
Deming 1982). Simultaneously process maturity can be seen as a 
way of measuring the level of maturity regarding processes in order 
to improve Process Management. According to McCormack et al. 
(2009) the customer needs also affect the process maturity, where 
understanding these needs is important for improving processes. 
Foster and Jonker (2007) widen the involvement of customer needs 
by advocating involvement of stakeholder perspectives in the 
management system managing the process. The importance of 
stakeholders in terms of creating input to the process is also stated 
by Isaksson (2006).  
 
This means that maturity relates to process theories and also to 
stakeholders, where stakeholder needs create input to the processes 
in order to fulfil these needs. Thus the extent of how process and 
stakeholder theories relate to maturity, seems to be unclear, not 
least in the area of integration of management systems, where 
integrated managements systems can be seen as help for the 
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management managing the process based on stakeholders’ needs 
and demands. 

 Purpose 1.3
The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the knowledge of how 
process maturity relates to Process Management theories.  

 Research questions 1.4
Based on the background, problem discussion and purpose, the 
following research questions have been formulated and 
investigated:  

 
1. How does process maturity relate to integrated management 

systems? 
 

2. How process oriented are the models addressing process 
maturity?  
 

3. Which are the key elements in a process maturity model? 

 Thesis structure 1.5
This thesis consists of six chapters. The first chapter provides an 
introduction to the work done. The second and third chapters 
present a theoretical framework and the methodologies used in the 
studies. In chapter four a summary of the appended papers is 
presented. Finally discussions and conclusions are presented in 
chapter five and six.  
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Figure 1. The structure of the thesis. 
 
 
The backbone of this thesis is the research purpose, which is broken 
down into three research questions. Each of these questions 
constitutes one by one the foundation for each of the appended 
papers. Finally the research purpose, the research questions and the 
findings in the appended papers are discussed and concluded in  the 
thesis. 
  

Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Chapter 2 
Theretical framework 

Chapter 3 
Methodology 

Chapter 4 
Extended abstract of 

appended articles and papers 

Chapter 5 
Discussion 

Chapter 6 
Conclusions and further 

research 

Appended papers 
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Figure 2. The structure of the work conducted in the thesis. 
  

Research purpose 
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thesis is to contribute 
to the knowledge of 
how process maturity 
relates to Process 
Management theories. 

RQ 1 
How does process 
maturity relate to 
integrated 
management 
systems? 

RQ 2 
How process 
oriented are the 
models 
addressing 
process maturity?

RQ 3 
Which are the key 
elements in a 
process maturity 
model? 
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conceptual models for 
improving organisa-
tional performance 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
This chapter contains a literature review forming a theoretical 
frame of reference for this licentiate thesis by introducing 
descriptions and definitions of processes, Process Management, 
process maturity, management systems, and self-assessment.  

 Processes  2.1
Organisational excellence relies on core values (Hellsten & Klefsjö 
2010; ISO 2015a). For instance the importance of process focus and 
continuous improvement is stressed in, the core values of TQM 
(Hellsten & Klefsjö 2000), the seven quality management principles 
of the Quality Management System (ISO 2015a), and the core values 
of the Swedish excellence model (SIQ 2016). Process focus and 
continuous improvement also constitutes a central aspect within 
Lean Management (Womack & Jones 2003).  
 
The focus on business processes for improving quality and 
performance is a way of meeting increasing customer requirements 
(van Looy et al. 2011). According to McCormack and Johnson 
(2001) a process delivers value through quality, cost reduction and 
flexibility. 
 
There are many definitions of processes. Some examples; According 
to ISO 9000 standard series a process is defined as “A set of 
interrelated or interacting activities that use inputs to deliver an 
intended result” (ISO 2015a). Melan (1992) defines a process as “A 
bounded group of interrelated work activities providing output of 
greater value than the inputs by means of one or more 
transformations”. Harrington (1991) states that a process is “Any 
activity or group of activities that takes an input, adds value to it, 
and provides an output to an internal or external customer, where 
processes use an organisation's resources to provide definitive 
results.” 
 
According to Egnell (1994), citing the work of Rise and Wiklund 
(1992), an important aspect of the process is the task of the process. 
This task can be divided into:  
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 operational processes – with the aim of fulfilling the needs of 
the customer refining the organisation's products,  

 support processes – where the task is to provide resources to 
the operational processes and,  

 management processes – having the task making decisions 
regarding for instance goals and strategies of the organisation.  

 
The division into these three tasks of the process is also found in 
Palmberg (2009).  
 
In comparison to Egnell’s (1994) description of the three types of 
task oriented processes, Isaksson (2006) develops these thoughts 
presenting an extended process model. In addition to the three 
earlier mentioned task oriented process types, Isaksson (2006) adds 
resources and the mission of the process as central aspects of the 
process model. This extended process model is further developed 
into an organisational system model involving sustainability aspects 
by adding competitive pressure and stakeholder pressure forming 
external enablers, which also affect the input of the process 
(Isaksson 2006).  
 
Another way of addressing the structure of activities conducted 
within the organisation is to divide the process into different levels 
with varying degrees of detail, where the operational process 
constitutes the macro level which is subdivided into sub processes, 
activities and tasks each constituting a part in the level above 
(Harrington 1991; Melan 1992; Palmberg 2009). 
 
Based on the definitions of processes above, the indication is that a 
process can be defined as a group of activities which transforms an 
input including stakeholders’ needs or requests and resources into 
an output satisfying the needs or requests of the stakeholders. 
 
The focus of this thesis will address processes in terms of how 
processes are interpreted, managed and improved in creating value 
for customers and other stakeholders. Stakeholders are here defined 
as all individuals or parties who have an interest in or are affected by 
the process. 
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 Process Management 2.2
For successful Process Management there are six important 
characteristics to consider (Melan 1992). First there has to be a 
clearly defined ownership of the process. Secondly, the process 
boundaries have to be defined in order to know where the process 
starts and ends. Thirdly there has to be a documented flow, which 
means that the flow has to be visualised by for instance flow charts 
and process maps. The fourth and fifth characteristics consider the 
establishment of control points and measurements, which are 
central for inspection and verification of required characteristics 
and controlling the flow. The last characteristic is the control of 
deviations, which means the use of feedback from the process in 
order to improve the process. According to a literature survey 
conducted by Palmberg (2009), these six characteristics can be 
interpreted as the approaches for Process Management.  
 
In comparison to the six characteristics of Melan (1992) the 
differences compared to Houy et al. (2010) are an addition of 
strategy development of processes and no emphasis of process 
owners. Compared to Melan (1992) Hinterhuber (1995) highlights 
coordination between processes and a focus on critical processes, 
while documented flow is not mentioned. In the work conducted by 
McCormack and Johnson (2001), the six characteristics proposed by 
Melan (1992) constitute a central aspect of their model addressing 
how processes are managed.  
 
In this thesis the process approach is defined using the six 
characteristics proposed by Melan (1992) as elements describing 
Process Management.  
 
The improvement of processes is central and a continuous cycle (Ko 
et al. 2009).These improvements can be either incremental, i.e. 
constitute of minor changes like eliminating unproductive activities, 
etc. or radical, i.e. which constitutes of more dramatic changes 
where the process design has become outdated and incremental 
change is not sufficient (Hammer 1996; Siha & Sad 2008). These 
two ways of working with improvements are defined as Process 
Management and process reengineering, where the latter addresses 
the radical changes (Ko et al. 2009). 
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A central aspect of process improvements and process maturity is 
continuous improvement (McCormack & Johnson 2001). The cycle 
for process improvements consists of the following steps (Hammer 
1996): 

 Determine customer needs and benchmark competitors 
 Identify performance gap 
 Set vision and goal 
 Modify or replace the process (depending on incremental or 

radical change) 
 Evaluate results 

 
The work in this thesis is based on the assumption that the process 
perspective and Process Management principles support process 
improvement.  

 Management systems, standards and integration 2.3
According to SIS (2002), a quality management system (QMS) is a 
way to manage, control and improve activities regarding quality, 
planning, processes, resources and documentation. A similar 
description is presented by Poksinska et al. (2006) describing a 
QMS as a set of documents describing the organisational processes 
and defining areas of responsibility. 
 
According to International Organization for Standardization (ISO), 
a management system can be described as “a set of interrelated or 
interacting elements of an organization to establish policies and 
objectives, and processes to achieve those objectives” (ISO 2015a).  
 
A recurring term in different ISO management system standards 
like the Quality Management system standard, ISO 9001, and the 
Environmental Management system standard ISO 14001, are 
processes. Processes constitute one of the seven quality 
management principles within ISO 9001. These quality 
management principles are seen as “fundamental beliefs, norms, 
rules and values that are accepted as true and can be used as a 
basis for quality management” (ISO 2015d).  

 
Studies made on organisations complying with the requirements of 
the QMS ISO 9001 show that recurring benefits are related to 
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market share improvement, productivity improvement, definition of 
personnel responsibilities, customer satisfaction, personnel 
motivation, etc. (Sampaio et al. 2009) 
 
A management system can include a single discipline or several 
disciplines, like quality management and environmental 
management. The purpose of the different elements within the 
standards, shaping the management system, is to establish the 
management structure of the organisation regarding roles, policies, 
objectives, processes, etc. The extent of the management system can 
be selected, which means that it can include the organisation or 
parts of it (ISO 2015a). 
 
Regarding ISO management systems standards, the number of 
certificates worldwide increased by 3% during 2015. Worldwide 
there are a total of approximately 1.5 million ISO management 
system certificates. The Quality management system standard (ISO 
9001) and the Environmental management system standard (ISO 
14001), accounts a significant majority of these 1.5 million 
certificates, with 1 million respectively 320 000 certificates. In 
addition to these two examples of management system standards, 
examples of other management system standards are; Energy 
management systems (ISO 50001), Information technology (ISO 
27001), ISO Food safety management system (ISO 22000), Quality 
management system for automotive production (ISO/TS 16949), 
Quality management system for medical devices (ISO 13485), (ISO 
2016).  
 
In addition to these earlier mentioned ISO management system 
standards, the management system standard for Occupational 
health and safety (OHSAS 18001) is another common certifiable 
management system standard. Work is underway replacing the 
British standard based OHSAS 18001, becoming an international 
occupational health and safety standard (ISO 45001) (BSI 2016).  
 
Organisations having more than one management system standard 
face the option whether to run the different management system 
standards separate or to integrate them. Integration of management 
system standards into an integrated management system is 
associated with different benefits like reduction in documents, 
reduction in costs, different synergies among management systems, 
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reduction in audits and different types of improvement (Khanna 
2010). At the same time integration of management system 
standards also requires management commitment, resources and 
knowledge about how to integrate, a strategy or method to use for 
integration, etc. (López-Fresno 2010).  

The absence of common elements in different standards has 
constituted one of the difficulties when integrating management 
systems (Bernardo et al. 2011). ISO introduced in 2012 the Annex 
SL also known as High Level Structure. The aim of Annex SL is to 
provide a unified structure of the ISO management system 
standards by introducing identical core text, common terms, core 
definitions and structure (ISO 2015c). Today a number of 
management system standards, such as ISO 27001:2013, ISO 
9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 already have the High level 
structure. One aim of the High level structure is to make it easier for 
organisations that use multiple management systems in term of 
integration of the systems when meeting the requirements of two or 
more management system standards simultaneously (ISO 2015c). 

Since the application of different ISO management systems 
standards emphasis a process and stakeholder perspective where 
customers are included, this thesis partly investigates and discusses 
how processes are interpreted regarding integration of management 
system standards. The finding made regarding the application of 
processes within the field of integration of management system 
standards constitutes a base for discussing prerequisites of how the 
application of Process Management and process theories could be 
improved. 

 Process Maturity 2.4
Process maturity could be seen as the degree, to which a process is 
defined, managed, measured, and continuously improved (Dooley et 
al. 2001). 
 
Maturity models are a help for organisations to understand their 
processes and thereby provide help with process measurement and 
improvement (Okręglicka 2015). According to Röglinger et al. 
(2012), a maturity model can be used in three ways, either 
assessment of present maturity level, or to identify desirable future 
maturity levels and guidance of how to reach these levels, or finally 
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be used with a comparative purpose as benchmarking (Röglinger et 
al. 2012).  
 
A central aspect of a process is its capability, i.e. the ability to 
achieve a certain outcome, where the capability of a process can be 
defined as the “inherent ability to produce planned results” (Ahern 
et al. 2004). At a general level evolvement of capability of a process 
is associated with higher predictability and measurability, resulting 
in higher quality and productivity, where improvement of capability 
results in an increase of maturity of the organisation (Ahern et al. 
2004).  
 
Mainly, there are two approaches for developing and accessing 
maturity – Maturity Grids and Capability Maturity Models 
(Moultrie et al. 2006). In general maturity grids contain 
descriptions of behaviours on an overall level whereas the 
information in a maturity model is in general more detailed and 
extensive regarding how for instance improvements shall be 
conducted.  
 
In 1979 Crosby (1979) presented the Quality Management Maturity 
Grid (QMMG). This grid contains six different measurements 
categories, management understanding and attitude, quality 
organisation status, problem handling, cost of quality, quality 
improvement actions and finally summary of company quality 
posture. Each of these six measurement categories are divided into 
five different levels of organisational behaviour – maturity levels. 
The boxes, in the grid, shaped by the different measurement levels 
and maturity levels, a total of 30 boxes contain a description of 
typical organisational behaviour characterising an organisation 
performing on a maturity level regarding each measurement 
category, see Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. The Quality Management Maturity Grid (Crosby, 1979). 
 
The purpose of the grid (Crosby 1979) is to compare the 
organisation being investigated with the description of typical 
organisational behaviour stated in the five maturity levels of each 
measurement category, finding a maturity description of each 
measurement category describing the current organisation.  
 
According to Crosby (1979) it is important that the organisation or 
part of it, which is going to be evaluated, is done so by more than 
one person. This is to visualise different views and to stimulate 
motivation. In order to make improvements based on the current 
maturity level Crosby (1979) makes the sweeping generalization that 
it is sufficient to refer to the next level of maturity in order to know 
which measures are necessary in order to improve. 
 
The QMGG of Crosby has during the years had many successors and 
has constituted a source of inspiration for many maturity models 
within different fields. Examples of models within software 
development being inspired by QMGG are the Capability Maturity 
Model (CMM) managed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) 
with its successor Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) 
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managed by Carnegie Mellon University (Babatunde et al. 2016; 
Panunescu & Acatrinei 2012; Dooley et al. 2001; Kohoutek 1996). 
Within the field of Project Management there is the 
Project Management Maturity Model (PMMM) managed by the 
Project Management Institute (PMI) also being inspired by the 
QMGG (Kwak & Ibbs 2002). Historically seen the CMM and its 
successor the CMMI model have been the ones mostly used through 
the years (Berg et al. 2006; Chevers 2014). 
 
McCormack et al. (2008) state that the use of process definition, 
process measurements, process control and process optimization 
constitutes a prerequisite when evolving through the different 
maturity levels; Ad-hoc, Defined, Linked, Integrated and Extended. 
For instance establishing a process definition is seen as a 
prerequisite for leaving the maturity level one – Ad-hoc and 
entering the second level - Defined. Correspondingly process 
measurements constitute the prerequisite for leaving maturity level 
two, entering maturity level three, Linked, etc. This chain of 
prerequisites versus the maturity levels is shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The stages of process maturity. Adapted from 
McCormack et al. (2008). 
 
 
Often different levels of the maturity models are named differently. 
Also the descriptions of characteristics at different levels of maturity 
within different maturity model vary.  
 

Basic 
definition 

Process 
Measure-

ment 

Process 
Control 

Process 
Optimi-
zation 
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At a general level, the levels of maturity can be described as follows: 
“At level 1, the process is a black box. At level 2, the process is 
visible at transitional periods denoted by stage gates or project 
milestones. At level 3, the internal mechanisms at each stage 
become visible. At level 4, extensive performance measurements 
take place, and improvements focus on the steps involved in each 
development stage. At level 5, the structure of the process is 
continuously improved” (Dooley et al. 2001).  
 
In addition to the maturity levels and the descriptions of different 
characteristics of each maturity level, like the examples of general 
descriptions above given by Dooley et al. (2001) and McCormack et 
al. (2009), maturity models can contain approaches for increasing 
maturity. For instance the earlier mentioned CMM includes 18 Key 
Process Areas, which are listed below. As a comparison to CMM´s 
18 Key Process Areas, CMMI includes 22 Process Areas. These 
Process Areas respectively Key Process Areas are distributed 
between the different maturity levels, where level 1 is an exception 
having no Process Areas or Key Process Areas. The aim of these 
Process Areas respectively Key Process Areas is to provide the 
organisation with appropriate focus areas for improving their 
process maturity based on current level of process maturity. These 
areas are also broken down / linked to activities for compliance of a 
set of goals which are according to the models considered as 
important for improving respectively area and enhancing process 
capability (CMMI Product Team 2010; Paulk et al. 1993). Below, as 
an example of structure, the maturity levels of CMM are listed with 
related Key Process Areas (Paulk et al. 1993): 
 
1. Initial 

 (none) 
 

2. Repeatable  
 Software configuration management 
 Software quality assurance 
 Software subcontract management 
 Software project tracking and oversight 
 Software project planning 
 Requirements management 

3. Defined 
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 Peer reviews 
 Intergroup coordination 
 Software product engineering 
 Integrated software management 
 Training program 
 Organisation process definition 
 Organisation process focus 

4. Managed 
 Process change management 
 Technology change management 
 Defect prevention 

5. Optimizing 
 Software quality management 
 Quantitative Process Management 

 
McCormack et al. (2009) described the evolution of maturity 
through different maturity levels as a change in the view regarding 
vertical functions and horizontal processes. At Maturity level 1, the 
vertical functions are clearly visible and the horizontal processes are 
very unclear. When maturity evolves, the horizontal processes 
become increasingly clearer and the clarity of the vertical functions 
decreases (McCormack et al. 2009). An effect of evolving maturity is 
that “with each level of maturity comes increasing levels of 
predictability, capability, control, effectiveness and efficiency” 
(McCormack et al. 2008). When processes increase their maturity, 
the focus is changed from an internal focus to an external system 
perspective focus, which also results in a higher level of process 
capability of the organisation (Lockamy III & McCormack 2004). 
 
Business Process Orientation can be seen as “An organization that, 
in all its thinking, emphasizes processes as opposed to hierarchies 
with special emphasis on outcomes and customer satisfaction”, 
(McCormack & Johnson 2001). The relationship between Business 
Process Orientation and process maturity can be described as the 
use of the following five characteristics constituting prerequisites for 
increasing process maturity (Lockamy III & McCormack 2004): 
 

 Process view, which emphasises the use of for instance process 
definition and process documentation 
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 Process structure, including team, collaboration and 
integration 

 Process jobs, advocating ownership, etc. 
 Process Measures, with defined measures, linkage, etc. 
 Process Values /Beliefs, stating a focus on customers, 

credibility and trust 
 
In this thesis process maturity is seen as a measure reflecting a 
process or organisational level in terms of applying the elements of 
the process approach, i.e. Process Management principles. 
Observations of initial studies of models addressing process 
maturity have shown that the link between maturity and process 
improvement based on process theories is not well defined. 

 Self-assessment 2.5
Process maturity is a measure reflecting a perceived level based on 
performance regarding the process approach. A central aspect of 
identifying the current level of maturity is the creation of a result 
that weighs in various individuals' perceptions reflecting the current 
level of process maturity. Self-Assessment is a central method used 
for determination of the current level of process maturity (Paunescu 
& Acatrinei 2012; Slavek et al. 2012; Willems et al. 2012,).  
 
Self-assessment is a tool for measuring the current status of an 
organisation in order to plan future process improvement activities, 
where the participation in self-assessment develops a deeper 
understanding of continuous improvement of the members 
participating in the self-assessment (Arumugam et al. 2009) 
 
Self-assessment is many times associated with quality and business 
excellence programs like the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality 
Award, EFQM or the Deming price (Jørgensen et al. 2003; Chin et 
al. 2003; van der Wiele et al. 1996). The tool can also be used to 
assess maturity in compliance to requirements in standards such as 
ISO 9001 or ISO 14001 (Chin et al. 2003) or used for assessing 
process maturity (Willems et al. 2012; Visconti & Cook 1998).  
 
According to EFQM (2017) self-assessment helps organisations to 
determine their position on their way towards excellence and plan 
the next steps. In ISO 9004, self-assessment is described as a 
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systematic review of activities and results in an organisation in 
comparison to a chosen standard in order to get an overall view of 
an organisation and the degree of maturity of the management 
system in order to identify improvements (ISO 2009; Chin 2003). 
The self- assessment underlies priorities and action plans for 
improvements and presents strengths and weaknesses of the 
organisation (ibid)  
  
According to Ritchie and Dale (2000) self-assessment is important 
in order to find opportunities for improvement, to direct the 
improvement process, provide new motivation for the quality 
improvement process, to manage the business, etc. 
 
There are many approaches for conducting a self-assessment. The 
different approaches can be grouped into three categories, award 
based approaches, questionnaires and workshops (Ritchie & Dale 
1999). Central aspects of a self-assessment approach according to 
Chin et al. (2003) are that statements being assessed constitute of 
three parts, approach focus, deployment extent and result trend. 
These three parts are in turn divided into different subcategories 
consisting of statements describing behavior which are used for 
comparison against organisational behavior when doing the self-
assessment. 
 
Below follows three approaches for conducting a self-assessment. 
 
According to ISO (2009), the approach for conducting a self-
assessment consists of six steps:  
 

 definition of which parts of the organisation that shall be self-
assessed and type of assessment, 

 designation of responsible for the self-assessment and when it 
shall be conducted, 

 determination of how it shall be carried out, creation of team, 
the use of facilitator, etc. 

 determination of the level of maturity for each of the individual 
processes, 

 compilation of results in a report in order to facilitate the 
communication, etc., 
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 assessment of current performance and identification of 
improvement areas including development of action plans. 

 
Hillman (1994) advocates an eight step approach inspired by EFQM, 
where the commitment of senior management is a prerequisite. The 
steps are: 

 Develop commitment  
 Plan self-assessment cycle 
 Establish model and design forms for evaluation 
 Communicate how the work shall be conducted 
 Educate the members in the method  
 Conduct the self-assessment 
 Establish an action plan based on the result of the self-

assessment 
 Implement the plan 

  
According to van der Wiele et al. (1996) the five most important 
steps in self-assessment are: 

 the development of improvement plan conducted by the 
business unit, 

 the link between self-assessment outcomes and the business 
planning process, 

 assessors presenting their written findings to the management 
team, 

 senior management monitors improvement targets, 
 management team of the business unit presents its 

improvement plans to senior management. 
 
Difficulties found when working with self-assessment are for 
instance lack of commitment, it is a time consuming process, the 
problem of knowing where to start, selling the concept to the staff, 
lack of resources, etc. (Ritchie & Dale 2000).  
 
When it comes to benefits associated with self-assessment it 
facilitates benchmarking, encourages involvement of everyone, 
makes ownership visible, emphasis long term continuous 
improvement, encourages focus on processes, provides a common 
approach which can be used in all departments, etc. (Ritchie & Dale 
2000; Hillman 1994).  
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 METHODOLOGY 3
 

This chapter describes the research purpose, approaches and 
strategies used in the research. It also presents a description of 
the research design used within the studies conducted forming 
the base for this thesis. 

 Introduction 3.1
According to Green (2008) the key when formulating a good 
research question is based on six elements; it has to be interesting, 
relevant, feasible, ethical, concise and answerable. These six 
elements have constituted a central role when formulating my 
research questions. The research question will act as an anchor 
during the research process and will also determine the choice of 
research design (David and Sutton 2016).  

 Research purpose 3.2
Yin (2014) suggests that the purpose of research can be divided into 
three categories, exploratory, descriptive and explanatory. 
Exploratory research is characterized by research within a field 
where the existing knowledge is poor with literature providing no 
conceptual framework or hypothesis (ibid). The aim of the research 
is to open up the door for further research within the field (Zainal 
2007). The descriptive research focuses on describing a rare 
situation Yin (2014), where the “studies set to describe the natural 
phenomena which occur within the data in question” (Zainal 2007).  
 
Finally the explanatory research is focusing on conjectures of “how” 
and “why” of a case (Yin 2014), where relationships between cause 
and effect is central, i.e. when we do one thing, another thing will 
follow (Zikmund & Babin 2006). Many times explanatory research 
(also called causal research) has been preceded by exploratory 
and/or descriptive research, which means that a researcher 
conducting explanatory research usually having a good 
understanding of the issue being studied (ibid)  
 
The results of the studies presented in this thesis are mainly based 
on three papers/articles, where the aims of the different 
papers/articles differ. The first article, which correlates with the first 
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research question, “How does process maturity relate to integrated 
management systems?”, has parallels to the exploratory research, 
since the extent of integration, i.e. how processes are affected when 
integrating management systems seems to be vaguely described.  
 
The purpose of the second research question, “How process 
oriented are the models addressing process maturity?”, is 
descriptive. The general purpose of the papers associated with this 
question contributes to the knowledge of how the notions process 
maturity and quality maturity are described within a sample of 
published articles identified through a literature review, as well as 
Process Management literature.  
 
The third research question, “Which are the key elements in a 
process maturity model?”, addressed in the third paper is partly 
based on the result of the second study, and partly based on studies 
on Process Management literature and Excellence Models. In 
addition to this the results of the third research question is also 
based on a pilot study- of the proposed grid for measuring process 
maturity. The proposed grid, which was also tested in a pilot study, 
can be seen as conduction of descriptive research including 
explanatory parts. 

 Research approaches and strategies 3.3
Three central approaches for the development of knowledge are 
induction, deduction and abduction (Andersen 1990). These three 
approaches are based on how knowledge is created in terms of using 
theory or empiricism. Induction means that the researcher 
formulates theory based on empiricism and deduction means the 
opposite, i.e. theories hypothesis tested empirically (Patel & 
Davidson 1994). The third approach abduction means that the two 
approaches, induction and deduction are combined (Andersen 
1990). 
 
The research strategies constitute the broad perspective, which 
contains the goals and design principles of the research, shaping the 
totality of the study (Denscombe 2009). This broad perspective, in 
turn relates to the research questions and how they are formulated 
(e.g. how, why, who, what), which in turn affects the methods (i.e. 
case study, survey, experiment) suitable for the research (Yin 2014).  
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The studies included in this thesis are based mainly on deduction, 
with some influences of induction when conducting the pilot test as 
a part of the third study. In order to obtain information of how a 
process approach can be used for managing organisations a 
deductive approach was used when performing the literature review 
presented in Paper 1. Likewise deduction was also central in the 
second study when examining what process maturity is and how 
Process Management relates to process maturity based on what is 
described in articles addressing process maturity. The third study, 
resulting in the presentation of a customized maturity grid, takes its 
origin within deduction by including input from general Process 
Management theories, theory of maturity models as well as 
structures from for instance excellence models as source of 
inspiration. As a step in the development of the grid proposed in 
Paper 3 induction was used in terms of making a pilot test 
interviewing representatives of two organisations resulting in 
feedback on how the grid could be improved based on their practical 
experiences. The aim of the information received through the 
interviews was to create input for future improvements of the grid as 
well as input for a more comprehensive pilot test.  
 
The research questions, which relate to the purpose of this thesis are 
formulated as questions starting with the words “How” respectively 
“Which”. “How” questions most likely indicating the use of for 
instance case study, or experiment as research method, Yin (2014). 
The word “Which” that in this case can be interpreted as a form of 
“What” which in turn is a form of “how many” or “how much”, in 
this case advocates preferably survey or archival methods, Yin 
(2014). Based on how Yin (2014) relates methods to the formulation 
of research questions, a general approach when conducting the 
research presented in this thesis has been the use of literature 
reviews as a research method. 

 Research design 3.4
This thesis is based on three studies presented in the three 
appended papers.  
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The studies of each appended paper correlates with each research 
question stated in the thesis. Each study presented in an appended 
paper generally focuses on one research question each. 
 
To answer the research questions, literature reviews have 
constituted a significant element. The aim of a literature review is to 
distill and review the existing literature within a field summarizing 
the state of the art within the subject field (Rowley and Slack 2004).  

3.4.1 Study 1 
The workflow can be described as conducting of the following steps, 
which are influenced by Siva et al. (2016) and Holmgren (2006):  

1. Formulation of purpose 
2. Definition of criteria list 
3. Selection of database 
4. Identification of search terms 
5. Test of different search terms including analysis of samples 

of titles and abstracts 
6. Decision of search terms 
7. Execution of article search 
8. Review of abstracts, including decision of each article being 

relevant or not based on the criteria stated in (2.) 
9. Consensus discussion with coauthor regarding personal 

decisions based on each abstract by each author. 
10. Review of articles, including number of articles addressing 

each criterion and collection of statements in the articles 
regarding each criterion in the criteria list 

11. Compilation of statements in the articles regarding each 
criterion in the criteria list 

12. Construction of the paper 
 
The purpose of Paper 1 was to present how the expression 
“integrated management systems” is interpreted in literature, what 
it means to have an integrated management system (IMS) and what 
the results of this are. The criteria list defined addressed issues like 
the extent of integration – i.e. how integration of management 
systems relates to processes, reasons for integration and how 
integration is carried out. 
 
Scopus was selected as database, since Scopus is a database 
containing a large number of articles within the field of this 
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research. Another reason advocating the use of Scopus is its facilities 
regarding using Boolean logic regarding the search term as well as 
many demarcation opportunities in order to make the search term 
more specific.  
 
Different search terms were tested like “Management systems”, “ISO 
and OHSAS” and “’Integration’ AND ‘Management systems’”. After 
having tested different search terms and analysed a sample of titles 
and abstracts generated by the search terms, the authors agreed on 
the search term “integrated management system*”, since it resulted 
in a high proportion of relevant hits. In order to exclude articles 
within e.g. irrigation, delimitations were added to the search term 
for journals in the fields of Engineering, Environmental Science and 
Business, and Management and Accounting.  
 
After a discussion, 100 articles were retained for further analyses. 
Out of the 100 articles, 31 were not available online and were 
excluded. This introduced a certain risk of bias, even if it is unlikely 
that articles would differ according to online availability. Additional 
information regarding the methodology of the study is available in 
Paper 1, which is enclosed as appendix in this thesis. 
 
The next step, which was conducted by the main author, was to read 
all articles and categorise the articles according to the list of 
preselected criteria, including count of number of articles 
addressing each criterion. The list of preselected criteria formed the 
basic structure of the paper, where the information found in the 
articles in terms of statements and results were used for describing 
different approaches used when addressing areas related to the list 
of preselected criteria. Based on the information found when 
categorizing the information stated in the different articles included 
in the study, discussions were summarised and conclusions were 
formulated.  

3.4.2 Study 2 
The results of the first study indicated that the interpretation of an 
integrated management is found to be a system that integrates 
requirements from management standards based on an inside-out 
approach, i.e. internal reasons being the reason for integrating. The 
paper proposes that further research on integrated management 
systems could be based on the outside-in approach, i.e. involving 
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external stakeholders interests, where unit of analysis could be the 
process, which would enable work with process based integrated 
management systems and to define a level of maturity of 
integration.  
 
The purpose of the second study was to explain the findings from 
the first study by examining how maturity is interpreted in 
literature, which process based models are used when working with 
maturity, as well as which prerequisites and results are related to 
the work with process based maturity models. 
 
A new literature review was conducted in order to summarize the 
state of the art within the field of process maturity. 
 
A similar approach as used for the literature review inspired by Siva 
et al. (2016) and Holmgren (2006), was also used in this literature 
review. However, there are two differences regarding the approach 
between the two literature reviews. The first difference was that this 
time there was only one author, which meant that there was no 
possibility having a consensus discussion. The other difference was 
the addition of snowballing when reading the papers. By using 
snowballing important articles or sources found in the articles 
studied could be included in the study in order to reduce the bias 
(Greenhalgh & Peacock, 2005). 
 
Since the main method for the literature review conducted was 
article search in the scientific database Scopus, only applicable steps 
of the snowballing procedure (Wohlin 2014), was used in order to 
include articles not being identified through the literature review in 
Scopus.  
 
According to Jalali and Wohlin (2012) snowballing starts with 
identification of a set of relevant start papers, which can be 
identified by using a search term in a data base. In this case this step 
was already conducted through the earlier described approach for 
conducting the literature review. The next step was the conduction 
of backward snowballing (Wohlin 2014), where reference lists of 
articles identified through the Scopus search were investigated in 
order to identify recurring articles cited in articles found. Findings 
from recurring articles found when using backward snowballing 
were included in the study if they were found being relevant based 
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on title, source (journal), authors and number of citations and 
content (Wohlin 2014).  
 
After having stated the purpose of the research, a corresponding 
criteria list highlighting relevant issues of process maturity was 
created including for instance questions regarding, what is process 
maturity, effects of maturity, in which fields are maturity being 
used, which models are used, the content of maturity models, how 
maturity is increased, and how are maturity models connected to 
processes and Process Management?  

Scopus was used as database based on the same arguments as in the 
literature review described in Paper 1. Different search terms were 
tested like, “Process maturity model”, “Business process maturity”, 
“Organisational maturity”, Organizational maturity”, “Quality 
Maturity”. 
 
After analysing the test of the different search terms, the decision 
was made to use the search term “’Process maturity’ OR ‘Quality 
Maturity’”, found resulting in most relevant hits without creating an 
excessively long list of hits and still not excluding articles that could 
be considered relevant. Quality maturity was included in the search 
since quality many times relates to processes as described in chapter 
2 – Theoretical framework of this thesis. Delimitations made were 
to search in Journals in English, in the fields of Business, 
Management and Accounting or Engineering, to be able to minimize 
the impact of the dominant use of CMM and CMMI within the field 
of Software Engineering. This resulted in 116 hits.  
 
The papers considered irrelevant, i.e. did not address maturity in 
terms of organisational performance were manually excluded by 
reading the titles, followed by reading the abstracts, and finally by 
reading the articles if they had not been sorted out in the earlier 
steps. Additional information regarding the methodology of the 
study is available in appended Paper 2. 
 
The preparation of Paper 2 was similar to that of Paper 1. The only 
difference was that when reading the articles, applying snowballing 
resulted in some additional information, relevant for the study.  
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3.4.3 Study 3 
According to the second study, processes and Process Management 
are only addressed in a minority of the articles. A total of 26 of the 
62 articles address processes or Process Management in an extent 
more than using process as a notion in the article. In addition to this 
the results of the second study indicate that increasing maturity is 
often addressed as “what” to do, not “how” to do and general effects 
of increased maturity are associated with better control of results, 
improved forecasting of goals, costs and performance, greater 
effectiveness, etc. 
 
The purpose of Paper 3 was to propose a customized process 
maturity grid to facilitate measurement and systematic 
improvement of process maturity at a process level.  
 
The input to the third paper consisted of articles and literature 
found when working with the literature review conducted in the 
second paper. In addition to this, more excessive studies of for 
instance Process Management literature were made in order to 
summarise process theories, as well as studies of excellence models 
in order to get inspiration of how a model can be constructed.  
 
The work of creating a maturity grid addressing principles of 
Process Management consisted mainly of two aspects, identifying 
relevant aspects of Process Management as subcategories of the grid 
and creating a maturity scale containing progression. 
 
Paper 3 was authored by two authors, which made collaboration 
possible in terms of discussions regarding relevant aspects of 
Process Management as well as the creation of the maturity scale. 
These discussions were a central element during the work 
identifying the structure and content of the grid.  
 
After having conducted an extensive literature review including 
Process Management literature mainly conducted by the main 
author, the authors agreed upon that the characteristics according to 
Melan (1992) present a good picture of what Process Management is 
about. The six characteristics together with the addition of a clearly 
expressed aim and goal of the process formed for the basis of the 
subcategories of the maturity grid. The subcategories of the maturity 
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grid constructed were Aim and goals of the process, Process 
ownership, Boundaries, Process mapping, Control points, 
Measures, Control. 
 
The maturity scale was influenced by maturity models described in 
articles found in the literature review. There were also influences 
from Quality Awards, like EFQM, MBNQA and the Swedish SIQ 
model for customer oriented excellence (SIQ), where the logical loop 
consisting of approaches, deployment, results and improvement is 
central.  
 
The subcategories (the characteristics of Process Management) 
together with the different maturity levels (Six steps, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 10) 
created a matrix, the maturity grid. The scale of the maturity level 
consisting of sex steps in a scale ranged zero to ten also enables the 
use of the odd numbers in order to nuance assessments if desired. 
This is something that many other maturity models like CMM or 
CMMI consisting of five steps related to a five level scale does not 
provide the opportunity of.  
 
The six maturity levels of the maturity grid constructed got names 
influenced by maturity levels of existing maturity models and steps 
of how results are created in Excellence models. The names are Ad-
hoc, Approach, Established, Applied, Results and Improvement 
(listed in order of increasing maturity). These six levels of maturity 
focus on enablers in order to improve Process Management. The 
result perspectives in terms of for instance capability levels of 
process output are not addressed in the maturity grid. How the 
maturity grid could be improved in terms of adding result 
perspectives could form a foundation for further research, where 
one key is to identify result parameters that are comparable in order 
to compare maturity levels between processes and organisations. 
  
By having iterations of discussions between the two authors the 
different boxes in the matrix were filled with characteristics 
describing each maturity level of each subcategory. 
 
In order to find out the relevancy of the proposed maturity grid, as 
well as to make it possible to get information for refining Yin (2014) 
the grid a pilot test was conducted in order to find out whether the 
grid could be used for measuring and improving process maturity in 
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processes. Pilot studies constitute a crucial element of good study 
design, where the conduction of a pilot study also increases the 
probability of success (van Teijlingen & Hundley 2002). This pilot 
study was conducted with representatives of two organisations, one 
within health care and one within process industry. Both 
representatives having many years of experience of their field of 
business, their organisation and process orientation, having the 
position of line manager respectively quality manager in their 
organisation.  
 
Additional information regarding the methodology of the third 
study is available in Paper 3, which is enclosed as appendix in this 
thesis. 

 Verification of data 3.5
The aim of verification of data is to create quality assurance of the 
research conducted. Validity, reliability, generalizability and 
objectivity constitute central aspects of this quality assurance 
(Denscombe 2009). Validity addresses how well data collection was 
constructed and the suitability of the methods used for collecting 
data in order to give correct input of the object studied (David & 
Sutton 2016). The reliability is an indicator which reveals whether 
tests are consistent over time, i.e. do multiple measures over time 
give the same result (ibid). Generalizability reflects to which extent 
the research conclusions can be applied in other similar areas 
(Denscombe 2009:378). Finally, objectivity means that the research 
shall be made in an impartial way, where the researcher is neutral 
and does not affect the results achieved (ibid). 
 
The validity of the literature reviews conducted has been taken into 
consideration in different ways. For instance when identifying 
articles describing integrated management systems in the first study 
both authors made the review of abstracts separately, followed by a 
consensus discussion whether the articles were relevant or not. In 
the second study where there was only one author reviewing 
abstracts of articles deciding whether the article was relevant or not, 
validity was improved by also using snowballing when reading the 
articles to be able to include relevant articles that would otherwise 
have been missed due to the earlier mentioned balance when 
creating to strict or to general search terms. 
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One way of increasing the validity and the generalizability of the 
third study was to conduct the pilot test of the proposed maturity 
grid for measuring process maturity regardless of line of business, 
where representatives of two organisations were able to provide 
feedback and indicate the relevancy of the presented maturity grid. 
 
Concerning reliability, many of the actions taken in order to increase 
the validity described above were also applicable when it came to 
reliability. One issue regarding reliability when conducting the 
literature reviews is the reliability of the database used, in this case 
Scopus. During time articles being present at one date were missing 
weeks or month later, while older articles not being present 
suddenly became present when a later article search was conducted 
with the same keywords. Whether this is usual or not, and the 
reasons for this has not been investigated since it only happened 
very sporadically. The effect of this variation on results is judged to 
be insignificant.  
 
Regarding the article search in Scopus, the selection of search term 
was crucial. When conducting both the article searches in Scopus, 
one for the first study and one for the second study an extensive test 
of related search terms were performed. The search terms finally 
used in the studies presented in this thesis were designed to be 
somewhat overreaching, thereby reducing the risk of being too 
narrow and excluding articles that could be relevant. An effect of 
using a wide spanning search term was that irrelevant articles had to 
be sorted out manually by reading abstracts or articles. 
 
Objectivity could be addressed by the fulfillment of the summary of 
the ethically related issues conducted by the Swedish Research 
Council (2011):  

• tell the truth about your research. 
• consciously review and account for the purpose(s) of your 

studies. 
• openly account for your methods and results. 
• openly account for commercial interests and other 

associations. 
• do not steal research results from others. 
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 keep your research organised, for instance through 
documentation and archiving. 

 strive to conduct your research without harming people, 
animals or the environment. 

• be fair in your judgement of others’ research. 
 
Regarding my work within this thesis, my beacon has been to 
comply with all of these issues stated above. There is also a 
connection between these ethical issues and the verification of data. 
For instance keeping your research organised through for instance 
documentation and archiving. 
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 EXTENDED ABSTRACTS OF APPENDED 4
ARTICLES AND PAPERS  

 
In this chapter an extended abstract of the appended articles 
and papers are presented. The articles and papers in full length 
are presented as appendices. 

 Paper I 4.1
Dahlin, G., Isaksson, R. (2017). “Integrated Management Systems – 
interpretations, results, opportunities”. The TQM Journal, Vol. 29, 
No. 3, pp. 1-17.  

 
Background  
Management systems for quality and environment are often 
integrated and there are many examples of synergies but also 
examples of problems with integration. The expression integrated 
management systems could be interpreted either as integrating all 
management standards or as managing all important aspects of an 
organisation. Elements defining integration could include factors 
such as level of integration, scope and extent of integration. 
 
Purpose 
The purpose is to study how the expression “integrated management 
systems” is interpreted in literature, what it means to have an 
integrated management system (IMS) in terms of for instance 
reasons for integration, how integration relates to processes and 
what the results of this are.  
 
Methodology 
A literature review was conducted based on Scopus using the search 
term “Integrated Management Systems”. In the chosen articles, 
effects of integration, scope, level and extent of integration and if the 
approach is inside out or outside in, have been analysed. 
 
Results and conclusions 
The effect of integration shows that a clear majority (57 of the 64) of 
studies stated that integration of management systems was 
beneficial or mainly beneficial. This was expressed primarily 
through different benefits of integration, e.g. cost savings, improved 
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customer satisfaction, reduction of documents and better 
communication. Integration of management systems are also 
combined with different difficulties like lack of human resources, 
lack of employee’s motivation, differences in the standards and that 
integration can lead to extreme complexity.  
 
During the study it was found that a recurring difficulty mentioned 
by many authors when integrating management systems were issues 
related to human resources, in terms of motivation of employees, 
company culture, training, etc. For instance Hamidi et al. (2012) 
stated that integrated management systems focus on teamwork.  
 
The approach for integration seems mainly to be an inside-out 
perspective. However some few outside-in perspectives for 
integrating management systems can be found based on stakeholder 
demands. The conclusion is that when an integrated management 
systems is discussed this mean the integration of existing standards 
– the inside-out approach. There are practically no examples 
describing a management system that integrates all stakeholder 
risks that management needs to deal with – the outside-in 
approach. 
 
Regarding scope, a majority of the articles studied described 
integration of the standards ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 
18001. The most frequently used standards for integrating are ISO 
9001 and ISO 14001 or a combination of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 
and another standard. 
 
The meaning of integration seems to be undefined (Karapetrovic 
and Jonker 2003). Out of the 64 articles studied, 21 described 
integration in two, three or four steps. Irrespectively if there are two, 
three or four steps, many of these resemble each other and there 
seems to be no consensus on the structure for integration. 
 
Extent is only mentioned in one of the articles (El Yacoubi El Idrissi 
et al. 2014). 
 
Further research 
Further research on integrated management systems based on the 
outside in perspective is proposed. The unit of study could be the 
process, which would enable work with process based integrated 
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management systems. The characteristics of this system could be 
based on the proposal by Abrahamsson et al. (2011) that propose the 
three criteria of scope, level and extent. All of these criteria could be 
described using a scale going from 0-5 where 0= separate systems, 
and 5 = full amalgamation of all relevant process dimensions in all 
processes.  
 
One other question for future research is if there would be a finite 
and manageable number of process dimensions that could capture 
all stakeholder needs. Process dimensions are equal to what we have 
called scope in this paper.  

 Paper II 4.2
Dahlin, G. (2016). What can we learn from Process Maturity 
Models? Submitted. 

 
Background  
In the field of management, maturity is a notion often associated 
with maturity models or prerequisites for achieving a successful 
output. Historically maturity often has been used in the field of 
software engineering when using the models CMM (Capability 
Maturity Model) or CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integrated), 
which are approaches for improving the software development 
process. Maturity has also become an established notion in for 
instance the fields of project management, Process Management 
and supply chains.  
 
Through the years many maturity models have been presented, both 
general maturity models as well as area specific ones. However, 
many of the existing maturity models seen to have some relations to 
CMM or CMMI.  
 
Purpose 
The purpose of this paper is to study how the expression Process 
Maturity is interpreted in literature. The connection between 
processes and Process Management to maturity is investigated, 
what Maturity Models contain, as well as prerequisites and methods 
for assessing and increasing maturity. 
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Methodology 
A literature search has been carried out in Scopus using the search 
term “’Process maturity’ OR ‘Quality maturity’”. The reason for 
adding Quality Maturity to the key search term Process Maturity 
was to find articles describing Quality Maturity, which by definition 
many times includes processes. Relevant articles found have been 
studied to see how Process Maturity is interpreted in articles, which 
maturity models are used when describing Process Maturity, the 
models content, how maturity is evolved based on the Maturity 
Models as well as the connection between processes and Process 
Management to maturity. 
 
Results and conclusions 
Process maturity could be defined as the degree to which a process 
is defined, managed, measured, and continuously improved. 
 
There seems to be little variation between the structures of different 
maturity models. A large majority of the maturity models 
encountered in the literature review consisted of a five level scale, 
like CMM, CMMI and QMM (Quality Maturity Model). 
 
The articles studied demonstrated applications of process maturity 
models in different fields notably within business management and 
software management, but also within the fields of innovation, 
supply chain, project management, risk management, etc.  
 
The aim of working with maturity is twofold (Ahmed & Capretz 
2010; Saco 2008; Sheard & Roedler 1999; van Looy et al. 2011), 
either to measure the level of maturity partly shaping a benchmark 
for comparing with other processes or to identify areas of 
improvement including approaches for selecting improvement 
strategies (Varghese 2004).  
 
General effects of increased maturity are associated with better 
control of results, improved forecasting of goals, costs and 
performance, greater effectiveness in reaching defined goals, and 
improving management ability to propose new and more 
challenging targets for performance (McCormack et al. 2008; 
McCormack et al. 2009).  
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In the articles studied, only six articles contained a detailed “how to 
do” approach for improving process maturity. 
 
According to the study, processes and Process Management are only 
addressed in a minority of the articles. A total of 26 of the 62 articles 
address processes or Process Management in an extent more than 
using process as a notion in the article. A deeper analysis of how 
processes, including Process Management are expressed in the 
article reveals that 15 of these 26 articles states some type of process 
definition, either an own definition or reference to an existing 
definition. Ten articles addresses process mapping as a part of the 
job with process maturity. Process roles, like process owner, etc. is 
addressed by 11 articles and finally 12 articles touched or described 
process measurements. The results regarding process theories and 
Process Management indicates that maturity models addressing 
process maturity relate to Process Management and process theories 
in very different degrees.  
 
Authors like Melan (1992), Harrington (1991) and Hammer (1996) 
deem that Process Management is a prerequisite for success. In the 
articles studied regarding process maturity, for instance Jiang et al. 
(2003), Lockamy III et al. (2008), McCormack et al. (2008) and 
Misra et al. (2006) also emphasize the importance of Process 
Management. 
  
According to this study of process maturity models, the 
fundamentals of Process Management seem often to be missing 
when describing the work with process maturity, in spite of the term 
process being used frequently.  
 
Further research 
During this study it has been observed that Process Management 
theories and methods for increasing process maturity seem to be 
vaguely described. Increasing maturity is often addressed as “what” 
to do, not “how” to do. Based on this conclusion there would be a 
need for further research regarding clearer methods for increasing 
process maturity as well as making the connection to Process 
Management theories clearer in process maturity models.  
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4.3 Paper III 
Dahlin, G. and Isaksson, R. (2016), Customised process maturity 
measurement – conceptual models for improving organisational 
performance, Proceedings of the 10th conference of the 
Performance Measurement Association in Edinburgh, 26-29 of 
June, 2016. 
 
Background 
Maturity models are widely written about in literature. Maturity is a 
term that is frequently used describing different areas in an 
organisation, such as process maturity, supply chain maturity, 
project maturity, etc. Many of these maturity applications and 
models seem to be originating from the Capability Maturity Model 
(CCM) developed by the Carnegie Mellon University and managed 
by Software Engineering Institute (SEI). The focus of these maturity 
models is either to measure the level of maturity for benchmarking 
purposes or measure the level of maturity to be able to improve the 
organisation or to improve specific processes. In the literature 
search conducted it was found that approaches for improving 
processes based on a present maturity level are often vaguely 
described. A close study of the various articles reveals that the word 
process is often mentioned generally and not specifically referring to 
Process Management theory. In spite of the large number of papers 
found there are only few papers that relate process maturity to 
process theory. An issue with the CMMI is that it has its origins 
within software engineering. It could be that some customisation is 
needed when maturity models are applied in different fields. 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of this paper is to propose a customised process 
maturity grid to be able to measure and to systematically improve 
process maturity at the process level. 
 
Methodology 
Input to this paper comes from articles identified in Dahlin (2017) 
where the search term “Process maturity” was used. Process 
Management theories in combination with relevant articles found in 
the literature review have been studied to develop a proposed 
general process maturity model that includes relevant elements 
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from process theory. The resulting proposed maturity grid has been 
subjected to preliminary testing.  
 
Results and conclusions 
The proposed grid for assessing process maturity consists of seven 
subcategories. The first subcategory, Aim and goals of the process is 
an overall subcategory. The other six subcategories are mainly 
adapted from the characteristics of a well-managed manufacturing 
process, (Melan 1992).  
 
Each subcategory is divided into six levels of process maturity. The 
zero level is the lowest level of Process Maturity and is characterised 
by an ad-hoc approach where the organisation is unaware of the 
subcategory. Similar zero or ad-hoc levels are found in the Maturity 
Models of Melan (1992) and Harrington (1991).  
 
In relationship to the Maturity Models CMMI, CMMI Product team 
(2010), CMM, Paulk et al. (1993), BPM Construct, McCormack et al. 
(2007), and QMM, Berg et al. (2002), this zero or ad-hoc level could 
be seen as a pre level stage.  
 
The other five steps are influenced by the structure of how the 
evolvement of business excellence is described in Excellence Models 
like MBNQA, EFQM and the Swedish SIQ Business Excellence 
Model. 
 
The proposed maturity grid can be used for setting the starting point 
for systematic improvement at the process level. The relevance of 
the grid and the need for customisation has briefly been studied by 
using the proposed model in two different organisations, one service 
organisation and one process industry organisation.  
 
The test of the conceptual model for measuring or improving 
maturity revealed that the proposed process maturity model were 
relevant when describing process maturity. However the first 
indications are that no major customisation is needed when results 
are not included, that is when the maturity assessment is based on 
enablers. 
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Further research 
The proposed maturity grid only consists of enablers. It could be 
envisaged that process performance would also be assessed as is 
done in Business Excellence Models. Some initial work was done 
looking at identifying relevant process dimensions and 
measurement of them. However, the inclusion of performance 
makes the assessment much more time consuming and complicated. 
At this stage the performance level is not included. It could be that if 
performance is included that this could be a part, which would 
require customization. 
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 DISCUSSION 5
 

In this chapter you will find discussions regarding the methods 
used, findings, and some reflections regarding the results. 

 
The work presented in this thesis consists of three studies, 
originating from a research purpose of contributing to the 
knowledge of how process maturity can be linked to Process 
Management. 
 
In order to answer the first research question, “How does process 
maturity relate to integrated management systems?” the first 
challenge was to construct the literature review showing how 
processes are used for managing organisations having an IMS.  
 
A literature review was conducted using the database Scopus, 
focusing on scientific and peer-reviewed articles. A questionnaire 
was designed as a base for the literature review. This questionnaire 
included five questions which were used in order to categorize the 
articles found. The questions addressed benefits and problems with 
IMS, reasons for creating an IMS, what is integrated, how 
integration is carried out, and the process focus of the IMS.  

In terms of processes the results of the literature review indicated 
that incentives for creating an IMS are almost exclusively based on 
an inside-out approach, i.e. integration is made in order to achieve 
internal effects like better internal communication, fewer 
documents, etc. The outside-in approach involving the creation of 
value for the stakeholders is addressed very rarely.  
 
Processes and process theory are vaguely described in the articles 
included in the literature review.  
 
One of the questions in the literature review on IMS was; what will 
be achieved when creating an integrated management system? Is it a 
more effective way of managing the processes creating value for the 
stakeholders including customers or a more effective way of 
fulfilling the requirements of multiple management standards? The 
results of the literature review showed strong indications of the 
latter.  
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The results of the first study could also be interpreted in at least two 
ways; either Process Management is seen as not relevant, or there is 
a reason why organisations do not use Process Management. 
 
Both interpretations of the result relate to low levels of process 
maturity, where process maturity can be interpreted as the extent to 
which an organisation deploys processes addressing ownership, 
boundaries, documented flow, measurements and improvement of 
the process.  
 
It also seems strange that integration of management systems does 
not relate to processes since processes are one of the principles of 
ISO 9001. This means that organisations being certified according 
to ISO 9001 must establish their main processes, including defining 
input and output, describing the sequence and interaction of the 
processes, evaluating and improving processes in order to fulfil the 
requirements of the standard. This means that using an integrated 
management system including a certified ISO 9001 system must 
relate to processes, but according to the study made the process 
approach is not expressed as a central aspect of an integrated 
management system. 
 
The second study, with the purpose “to study how maturity is 
interpreted in literature, which process based models are used 
when working with maturity, as well as which prerequisites and 
results are combined with the work with process based maturity 
models”, correlates mainly with the second research question of this 
thesis, “How process oriented are the models addressing process 
maturity?” 
 
After having tested different search terms in Scopus regarding 
models describing process maturity, an article search was 
conducted. The results could at first sight appear unclear, where 
process maturity or maturity is used in different fields and contexts, 
like for instance within business processes, innovation, supply chain 
management, project management, risk management. But there are 
also many similarities between the maturity models found. For 
instance the number of maturity levels within the models and how 
the maturity models are being described, many times was similar, 
regardless of field of origin of the maturity model.  
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This is perhaps not so strange since many maturity models found in 
the literature review were based on or influenced by either CMMI or 
its precursor CMM, or by a combination of these two models.  
 
A surprising observation made in the literature review was that only 
a minority of the examined articles addressed use of a process 
approach connected to Process Management theories. At the same 
time a predominant minority of the articles addressed approaches 
on how to increase the maturity. Many times evolvement of maturity 
was addressed on an overall what-level, i.e. approaches or 
methodologies for evolving maturity was not described, only what 
characterises the different maturity levels was described.  
 
The prerequisites for the last research question were affected by the 
results created in the second study, where indications were obtained 
that maturity models addressing process maturity, often did not 
address the process approach or Process Management theories and 
that how-to-do approaches for increasing process maturity, many 
times were missing. In order to address the third research question, 
the first step was trying to identify a suitable model that could be 
used for studying process maturity in an organisation regardless of 
line of business. The result of this identification showed that there 
was no suitable process maturity model. This meant that for 
instance suitable key elements addressing process maturity had to 
be identified in greater extent than planned. 
  
The last study mainly addressed the last research question “Which 
are the key elements in a process maturity model?”, this was 
examined by creating a maturity model in a grid format addressing 
process maturity based on Process Management theories.  
 
The proposed maturity grid was based on Process Management 
theories found in the literature, as well as on a structure inspired by 
maturity models and excellence models. A reflection made during 
the study of literature regarding Process Management was that the 
processes and Process Management many times were described in a 
similar way, regardless of author.  
 
This similarity certainly contributed to a smooth discussion between 
the two authors of the third paper regarding the content of the 
proposed maturity grid. Likewise the indication of Process 
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Management theories showing similarities regardless of author’s 
maybe explains the feedback from the pilot test conducted of the 
proposed maturity grid with managers within two organisations. 
Both respondents claimed that the main structure and main content 
made sense describing processes. 
 
Regarding the proposed grid for measuring process maturity 
presented in the third appended paper a pilot test has been 
conducted in order to state the relevancy of the proposed grid. By 
doing the pilot test the authors of the paper received valuable 
indications that the grid could be relevant. But the grid has to be 
validated in a much more extensive way before it can be used. This 
must be done in iterations including for instance a test group using 
the grid, initially giving feedback for improvement of the grid. In the 
next iteration a more extensive test must be conducted with a larger 
focus group, followed by feedback and improvement. After several 
loops of tests, the grid must be tested within different fields, with a 
similar approach in order to state whether the grid is relevant for 
measuring process maturity regardless of line of business. Also 
approaches for evolving process maturity must be added if the grid 
shall be used as a tool to evolve process maturity. 
 
In two of the studies, literature reviews were used as method of data 
collection. When establishing search terms it became clear that the 
selection of these is crucial. In these two studies a method inspired 
by Siva et al. (2016) and Holmgren (2006) was used. It might be 
asked whether a use of another method for literature review had 
resulted in other results. For instance Röglinger et al. (2012) 
advocate an approach when doing a literature review of starting with 
identification of two recently published articles within the field. 
Using the information within these articles together with a data base 
article search forms the input to the literature review. In comparison 
to the method used, the method of Röglinger et al. (2012) advocates 
a much more critical approach, based on stricter decision criteria for 
what is being included or not, resulting in fewer, but on the other 
hand more precise article content to study. Another example of 
approach used when performing a literature review is the method 
used by Dangayach and Deshmukh (2001). Here, the articles are 
examined in much higher detail. For instance the source of 
publication (journal) has been presented and analyzed. Also the 
methodologies used within the different articles found in the 
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literature survey have been listed, as well as each article’s 
contribution to research has been summarized. Based on the 
purpose of the article of Dangayach and Deshmukh (2001), the 
articles included in the literature review have then been divided into 
several categories, where the categories are analyzed and the need of 
further research within different subfields is discussed. 
 
In comparison to the method used in the first and second paper, the 
method used for literature review in this thesis is not contradictory, 
but it has similarities, thus not as extensive as the method used in 
Dangayach and Deshmukh (2001). At the same time, the method 
used within this thesis also has included snowballing in order to 
compensate for eventual inaccuracy when formulating search terms 
for the literature searches.  
 
Based on the aim of the literature review conducted in this thesis 
and the clarity of the main results it is unlikely that, the use of 
another method for the literature review would have changed the 
conclusions. 
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 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESERACH 6
 
In this chapter the findings and the conclusions of the thesis 
are presented in relation to the research purpose and the 
three research questions. The chapter ends with areas for 
further research. 

 Conclusions 6.1
The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the knowledge of how 
process maturity relates to Process Management theories, which has 
conducted the back bone of the studies made within this thesis.  
 
Based on the purpose, three research questions have been 
formulated. The conclusions regarding each research question are 
presented in the following three sub-chapters. 

6.6.1 How does process maturity relate to integrated management 
systems? 

The first conclusion is that articles addressing integrated 
management systems do not refer to processes when describing the 
creation of an integrated management system. There was only 1 of 
64 articles discussing the importance of using a process view 
including processes of the organisation including environment, i.e. 
stakeholders when integrating management systems.  
 
Another conclusion is that a large majority of the articles included in 
the literature review stated the inside-out approach (Day 1994) as 
the reason for integration. This means that the reason for 
integration is related to internal issues like reduced number of 
documents, reduction of costs, better utilization of resources and 
simplified revision. 
 
Only four articles included, expressed an outside-in approach as 
reason for integration, where for instance stakeholder’s demands 
are discussed. This finding also indicates that a process view 
including stakeholders’ needs, as described in Isaksson (2006) is 
not included when creating an integrated management system. 
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Both of these conclusions indicate a low level of process maturity 
being described in articles addressing integration of management 
systems. 
 

6.1.2 How process oriented are the models addressing process 
maturity? 

In the literature review conducted in the second study, conclusions 
were made that maturity models described when using the search 
term “process maturity” OR “quality maturity” showed that only 26 
of a total of 62 articles described processes or Process Management 
to some extent. The other 36 articles did either mention processes as 
a term, which was not discussed or did not mention processes at all.  
 
A deeper investigation of the 26 articles describing processes or 
Process Management revealed that 15 articles mentioned a 
definition of process, 10 articles mentioned process mapping, 11 
articles mentioned process roles, like process owners and finally 
process measurements were mentioned in 12 articles.  
 
This means that approximately 20% of the total of 62 articles 
included in the literature study addressed process and Process 
Management.  
 
This indicates that the extent of process orientation within maturity 
models addressing process maturity is not obvious. However, there 
are some authors like Jiang et al. (2004), Lockamy III et al. (2008), 
McCormack et al. (2008), and Misra et al. (2006) stating that one 
central aspect when working with the evolvement of maturity is the 
use of Process Management. 

Process maturity models can be seen as a way of improving how 
Process Management is performed. Results from increased maturity 
are such as higher quality levels of products, reduced cycle time and 
improvement of processes. Maturity measurements are many times 
expressed as using maturity measures in order to state the level of 
maturity in order to benchmark, i.e. compare with other processes, 
or to measure the level of maturity in order to know the level of 
performance of the process as a starting point for improving the 
process.  
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6.1.3 Which are the key elements in a process maturity model? 

One key element of a maturity model is the scale describing the level 
of maturity, starting with the lowest level of maturity, many times 
named the ad-hoc or zero level. As maturity evolves processes follow 
the different levels of maturity, ending in the highest level, usually 
carrying the name optimizing.  
 
In addition to the maturity scale, maturity models contain 
descriptions of organisational or process characteristics describing 
an organisation or process performing at each level of maturity. The 
descriptions of these characteristics of each level of maturity are 
variously detailed from one maturity model to another. In a 
maturity grid for instance, different characteristics of maturity are 
defined and divided into further subcategories forming a matrix 
consisting of different levels of maturity. This means that a maturity 
grid contains descriptions of behavior for each subcategory divided 
into the different maturity levels. 
 
In figure 5 a general structure of a maturity grid (Dahlin & Isaksson, 
2016) is presented. 
 

 
Figure 5. A general structure of a maturity grid (Dahlin & 
Isaksson, 2016). 
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With the literature review conducted in the second study as base, 
together with a study of process literature, the conclusion was made 
that characteristics of a well-managed manufacturing process based 
on Melan (1992) could be used for describing the maturity of the 
process approach. The six subcategories are clearly defined 
ownership, defined boundaries, documented workflow, established 
control points, established measurements and control of process 
deviations. In addition to these six subcategories, a seventh 
subcategory, aim and goals of the process were added. 
 
The scale which was developed for measuring the level of maturity, 
consisting of six steps, including the numeric scale zero to ten, has 
been influenced by maturity scales of maturity models found in the 
earlier mentioned literature review, but has also been influenced by 
the approach used within different excellence models, where results 
and improvements of results are achieved by deploying approaches.  
 
The maturity grid in full is presented in the third appended paper of 
this thesis. 
 
When measuring process maturity, different methods like 
assessment of external experts, work-shop, the use of 
questionnaires, self- assessment etc. has been mentioned. In order 
to achieve increased commitment of the personnel, achieving higher 
levels of understanding of processes (and the business conducted) of 
the personnel, as well as highlighting the importance of 
improvements of processes, self-assessment could be a tool 
facilitating the work with evolvement of process maturity.  

6.2 Further research 
The conclusions made open for further research within different 
fields.  
 
One field of further research could be tests and development of the 
proposed grid for measuring process maturity, which is presented in 
Paper 3. As discussed in Chapter 5 there is a need of further testing 
of this grid. In addition to this, the absence of methods for evolving 
process maturity described in different maturity models, which is 
indicated in Paper 2, implies a need of further development of the 
proposed grid including approaches and methods for evolving 
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process maturity based on the current level of maturity identified by 
the grid.  
 
A second field of further research could be identification of 
approaches and methodologies used within organisations in order to 
evolve maturity. This could be done by a longitudinal empirical 
study of maturity measurements within organisations over time.  
 
A third possible field of further research could also be studies of 
experiences from individuals working with maturity grids or models 
and whether this facilitates work or not.  
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